Ebuzzing expands its European success to Americas
After a second consecutive profitable year, Ebuzzing gears up for 2014 with
their eye on Native and Mobile Video Advertising.
New York, 6th February 2014: Ebuzzing, the fastest growing online video
technology company in Europe, announced today it has achieved a profitable
year in 2013, the second year in a row. With revenue of US$67.5 million and
$4.0 million estimated Ebitda, the company grew by 31% year-on-year. Video
advertising revenue grew 41% to $61 million.
The company, which has established itself as the experts in online video
advertising in Europe, is set to achieve a similar success story on the other
side of the pond. After opening their offices in New York (US HQ) and Miami
(LatAm HQ) in September, the US and LatAm teams turned over US$1 million
in December alone after only one quarter of activity.
While other platforms often focus on pre-roll formats, Ebuzzing create new
video advertising distribution channels that leverage the interactive nature of
the Web. Ebuzzing’s global network covers 26,000 media and premium
websites, influential blogs, mobile, tablet and desktop apps and social media
sites in over 90 countries.
Ebuzzing’s co-founder and CEO Pierre Chappaz says: “It is an exciting time
for the industry and personally for Ebuzzing. Our focus on technology allows
us to develop formats enabling advertisers to target and engage with their
audiences more effectively but also offering an alternative to publishers to
better monetize their online content. This consequently protects the quality of
their journalism without penalizing their readership.” He continues: “2014 is
going to be the year of Native Video Advertising, thanks to contextual formats
embedded into media articles, and Mobile, where Ebuzzing brings numerous
innovative solutions.”
The Native Revolution
One format that is revolutionizing the online video advertising industry is
Native. The format is consensual and contextual and as with all Ebuzzing
formats is user-initiated and is also relevant to the environment it lives in,
almost becoming part of the editorial itself.
Ebuzzing CMO Rebecca Mahony said, “We worked with Nielsen to
investigate how viewers perceive the Native format and found that the unique
format of the article expanding helps to convey perceptions of innovation.

20% of the viewers who recall the ad very strongly agreed that they prefer it to
other advertising on the Internet (vs 13% for pre-roll) and those who recalled
Native placements stated they were least likely to find the placement
irritating.”
Ebuzzing is the trusted online video partner of many of the world’s leading
brands such as Heineken, MasterCard, SONY, Toyota, Red Bull, Adidas and
many more.
- ENDS About Ebuzzing
Ebuzzing is the fastest growing online video technology company in Europe and the
global experts in video advertising. Ebuzzing creates engaging, high impact video
experiences, distributing video ads to audiences through placements within social
media, and premium media properties.
To date, they have distributed thousands of campaigns for the world’s leading brands
including Heineken, Acer, LG, Samsung, Evian and Adidas.
Founded by Bertrand Quesada and Pierre Chappaz in 2007, Ebuzzing now has over
250 employees with offices in New York, London and across France, Italy, Germany,
Spain, Luxembourg, Morocco and Dubai. It’s R&D department employs 50 people,
demonstrating the company’s commitment to innovation.
Ebuzzing has raised a total of $32 million from Lightspeed Ventures, Gemini
Ventures, Gimv and TF1.
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